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THE RESEARCH THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Organisational resilience
"capability of a system to maintain its function and structure in the face 

of internal and external changes and to degrade gracefully when it 
must [...]. Resilience occurs when the system continues to operate 

despite failures in some of its parts” (Weick & Sutcliff, 2007:69).

Different aspects: 
● adaptation (McKinnon, 2013)
● adjustment (Sanna, Salvati, 2014) 
● renewal (Chapman et al. 2004)
● substitution (Martin, 2011)
● learning (Sutcliffe & Vogus, 2003)
● risk (Olivos, 2014). 



THE RESEARCH THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The theory of retrospective sense-making 

The concept of retrospective sensemaking helps us to describe how members
of an organisation - consciously or unconsciously – choose different apt cues 
from the surroundings where they act in a given situation. Based on the 
outcomes of their action, and thanks to the negotiation of meaning which 
develops thanks to intersubjective relationships, existing structures of 
meaning are maintained or changed. 

Cosmology episode
“when people suddenly and deeply feel that the universe is no longer a rational, 
orderly system. What makes such an episode so shattering is that both the 
sense of what is occurring and the means to rebuild that sense collapse 
together” (Weick, 1993: 633). 



Based on this framework, which factors have ensured the 
school organization to rediscover itself  as a "resilient 

organization” 
during the Covid-19 pandemic?

i) what are the main identified criticisms and their relevant 
adopted strategies that the School put in place during the 
emergency state

ii) what are the key issues that - during the pandemic - have 
been daily experienced by the main actors in the School. In other 
words, which factors have ensured the school organization to 
rediscover itself as a "resilient organization"



THE SURVEY – THE QUESTIONNAIRE SECTION
6821 PEOPLE REACHED

The questionnaire sections describe:

1. the respondents’ profile and their professional information;

2. the organizational methodological and design aspects activated to respond to 
the emergency period. 

3. the digital divide, considered as a main topic, highlighting a deep and renewed 
cultural and social inequality. 

4. the overall satisfaction of the various actors involved in the process, with 
particular attention to internal organizational processes, in a logic of self-evaluation 
based on a SWOT analysis.
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CRITICAL ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS ADOPTED

The pandemic dramatically highlighted the issue of inequality. By inequality is meant "different
possibilities of access to economic, social and natural resources" (Strangio et. al., 2018:61). The
matter of the digital divide appears to be the primary criticality SPs encountered when dealing with
teachers, students and families, a situation where they had little or no scope to intervene to ensure
the resolution of the problems.
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CRITICAL ISSUES AND SOLUTIONS ADOPTED

Difficulties encountered by families during the emergency 
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Insufficient number of devices for the needs of all…

No or difficult wi-fi connection

No PC at home

Reconciliation between smart working and distance…

Reduced time to follow the children in their homework

No printer

Excessive homework

Increased emotional stress of children

Spaces not suitable for taking online lessons

Increased level of tension and conflict in the family

Information dispersion

Absence or scarce availabil ity of teachers

Absence or poor school / family communication

Other (specify)

For many families, 
the infrastructural 
and socio-
economic gap
represented the first 
stumbling block 
against didactic 
continuity and true 
membership of the 
educational 
community
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The frequency of updating activities
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THE ANALYSIS OF LATENT DIMENSIONS: THE ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSE

This analysis allows us to indicate that the relevant and positively characterizing factors of organizational 
processes from the point of view of school managers were the organizational effectiveness and the 
response of teachers; the factor that played an opposite role was communicative adequacy. These 
factors indicate an interesting starting point for thinking about the profiles of school leaders.

Factors Variance Items

Organisational and 
collaborative 
effectiveness.

51% Positively correlated with:
● The interaction amongst colleagues was facilitated and implemented either by single class 

coordinators or by departments; 
● There was a goodly degree of coordination between management, school personnel and 

teachers; 
● The pacing of the lessons increased the stress levels of teachers;
● During the emergency, experimentation with DTM permitted teachers to appreciate digital 

technologies applied to teaching//learning.

The response of the 
teachers

15% Positively correlated with:
● Teachers having been able to adapt their teaching programmes to distance learning; 
● The entire school board having engaged in the reorganisation of its activities through DTMs; 

the teachers were trained/rendered competent when dealing with distance teaching.

Communicative 
effectiveness

8.3% Negatively correlated with:
● Following the introduction of distance teaching, the interviewees’ organisation of internal 

communications was satisfactory.
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THE ANALYSIS OF LATENT DIMENSIONS: EVALUATION OF THE STRATEGIC ORGANISATIONAL
PROCESSES

Factors Variance Items

Territorial Networks 42.5% Positively correlated with:
● The emergency permitted new virtuous relationships with subjects external to schools 

as well as with other educational institutions to commence;
● The emergency permitted the maintenance of relationships with subjects external to the 

schools and with school networks;
● School networks proved very supportive when seeking sustainable solutions and 

solution of problem.

Strategic Effectiveness 19.1% Positively correlated with:
● The emergency permitted the school system to redefine its decision-making processes;
● The emergency permitted the school system to redefine its strategic priorities for the 

following year;
● The emergency improved internal communications between SPs, school personnel and 

teaching staff;
● The emergency brought to light the educational needs of teachers.

School-family relationship 9.6% Negatively correlated with:
● The emergency permitted effective communication and better collaboration with the 

students' families.
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THE ANALYSIS OF LATENT DIMENSIONS: OVERALL FACTORS OF SATISFACTION

Factors Variance Items

Collaboration and Sharing 44.6% Positively correlated with:
● Teachers' sense of collaboration and openness;
● Teaching staff's participation in the quest for shared solutions;
● Families' sense of collaboration and openness;
● The overall degree of competence and mastery of distance teaching techniques shown by 

the teaching staff.

Organisational resilience 10.5% Positively correlated with:
● Time management while organising the activities that needed to be carried out;
● The management of technical issues arising from the urgent organisation of distance 

learning/teaching.

Enabling Technologies 8.7% Positively correlated with:
● The distance-learning platforms used; variable;
● The overall redesign of distance learning activities and variable;
● The technological resources available to the teaching staff.

Learning performances
7.7%

Negatively correlated with
● Students' overall learning outcomes.
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CLUSTER ANALYSIS OF LATENT DIMENSIONS THE ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSE

Cluster Centroids 
Variable

Cluster1 (n=92) Cluster2 (n=112) Cluster3 (n=20) Cluster4 (n=76)

Organisational and 
collaborative 
effectiveness.

0,42 -0,04 -2,40 0,17

The response of the 
teachers

0,62 -0,55 -0,62 0,22

Communicative 
effectiveness

-0,68 -0,25 0,85 0,96

This analysis certainly helps to understand the importance of the intangible dimensions of organizing
and the role played by communication as a strategic asset capable of guiding the flow and actions of 
the various components; facilitate the creation of a positive and collaborative climate, increase the 
quality of the service. 

This exploration of the data shows, in fact, the importance of communication in the coordination, 
negotiation and accompaniment of the processes of attribution of meaning with respect to unforeseen 
and / or incomprehensible situations in the light of the established routines. An essential tool to guide 
processes of re-signification of meaning (Weick, 1993).



The analysis of latent dimension shows:

- the centrality of the role of communication as a means of creating and negotiating 
meanings between teachers, structure and coordination figures; 

- the importance of an extended participation, able to involve all the members of the 
group for an effective and timely reorganization of activities in digital mode. 

Distance teaching is within a network of meaningful and organizational relationships even 
before personal and professional ones and the effort for good coordination between 
management, school staff and teachers is a strategic resource in this exceptional 
situation. 

Thus, the relevance of a communication capable of going beyond the mere informative 
dimension of transmission emerges to embrace the much more complex and multifaceted 
one that is expressed in the relational paradigm, functional to the creation of a 
community of meaning.

CONCLUSIVE REMARKS
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